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The 4f optical setup is considered with a wave �eld modulation

by SLM (spatial light modulator) located in the focal plane of

the �rst lens. Phase as well as amplitude of the wave �eld are

reconstructed from noisy multiple intensity observations. The re-

construction is optimal due to a constrained maximum likelihood

formulation of the problem. The proposed algorithm is iterative

with decoupling of the inverse of the forward propagation of the

wave �eld and the �ltering of phase and amplitude. The sparse

modeling of phase and amplitude enables the advanced high

accurate �ltering and sharp imaging of the complex-valued wave

�eld. Artefacts typical for the conventional algorithms (wiggles,

ringing, waves, etc.) and attributed to optical di¤raction can be

suppressed by the proposed algorithm. c 2011 Optical Society

of America

OCIS codes: 070.2025, 100.3010, 100.3190, 100.5070

1. Introduction

Reconstructing phase of a coherent wave �eld from intensity measurements

constitutes the phase retrieval problem. Multiple measurements gain an ob-
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servation redundancy which can be exploited in order to reconstruct both

amplitude and phase and to improve the accuracy. Various problems of wave

�eld reconstruction from intensity measurements arise in optics, interferome-

try, phase microscopy, astronomy, crystallography, and other areas of physics

and engineering.

In general, phase diversity assumes that registered multiple wave �elds are

specially modulated. If those modulations are known the corresponding wave

�eld disturbances can be inverted and compensated in order to reconstruct

the wave �eld of interest.

Defocusing is one of the popular ideas enabling the phase diversity.

Recorded defocused images are then numerically processed to retrieve phase

and amplitude information. First results based on this approach are demon-

strated in 1973 by Misell [1] and in 1980 by Saxton [2] for two defocused

images obtain using optical lens.

The defocusing can be achieved using displaced sensor planes. Then mul-

tiple intensity measurements constitute data for phase and wave �eld re-

construction. This approach is developed and studied by Pedrini, et al. [3],

Almoro, et al. [4] and [5]. In the recent development, in particular we refer
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to Kohler, et al. [6] and Camacho, et al. [7], a spatial light modulator (SLM)

is exploited in order to get a set of di¤erently defocused images.

The phase diversity can be achieved also by methods which are di¤erent

from the straightforward defocusing (e.g. [8,9]). The phase modulation in the

Fourier plane of 4f optical system is used in the phase contrast microscopy

in order to transform the invisible phase object distribution in the visible im-

age magnitude. This revolutionary technique invented by Zernike in the 1930s

(Nobel prize 1953) is widely exploited to provide contrast to transparent spec-

imens such as living cells or small organisms. Modern developments of this

technique with various applications are presented in the book by Glückstad

and Palima [10].

Recently, a phase retrieval technique, based on SLM in the Fourier domain

of 4f imaging system, has been proposed by Falldorf, et al. [11] . The SLM

phase modulation imitates parallel displacements of the sensor plane. This

development aggregates the phase contrast imaging and defocusing by varying

distances between the object and sensor planes.

Concerning numerical algorithms for the phase retrieval �rst of all we wish

to mention the Gerchberg-Saxton-Fienup (GSF) techniques (e.g. [12�14]). For
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the multiple plane intensity measurements this type of the algorithms has

been developed by Ivanov, et al. [15] and Pedrini, et al. [16]. An enhanced

version of the latter technique is produced by Almoro, et al. [4,5]. These al-

gorithms, known as single-beam multiple-intensity reconstruction (SBMIR),

start from an initial guess of the complex amplitude at the �rst measurement

plane. Then, this initial guess propagates numerically forward from the one

measurement plane to the next following one successively through the all se-

quence of the recordings. At each plane the calculated modulus of the wave

�eld is replaced by the square root of the intensity measured for this plane.

When the last measurement plane is reached the wave �eld estimate at this

plane is propagated back to the �rst plane. This iterative process is repeated

until convergence.

Contrary to these intuitively clear heuristic algorithms the variational ap-

proaches as a rule have a strong mathematical background and start from

formulation of the objective function (criterion), usually probabilistic, and

restrictions incorporating a prior information on the wave �eld of interest.

The algorithm design is produced by solving an optimization problem.

There are many publications concerning variational techniques as well as
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revisions of the intuitive algorithms by using optimizational formulations.

In particular, the links between the conventional GSF and variational tech-

niques are studied in [17]. A sophisticated variational formulation for the

phase retrieval is demonstrated by Irwan and Lane [18], where the criterion

corresponding to Poissonian observations and the prior de�ning the smooth-

ness of the phase are proposed. The problem is formalized as a penalized

likelihood optimization. The conjugate gradient iterative algorithm for this

setting is proposed by Lane [19].

Sparse approximations is a recent trend in image processing. It can be

treated as a special regularization technique where regularization is intro-

duced through a sparse image modeling. It is assumed in sparse imaging

that there exists a basis consisting of a small number of items where the

image can be represented exactly or approximately with high accuracy. This

ideal basis is a priori unknown and selected from a given set of potential bases

(dictionary or dictionaries). The great popularity and success of sparse imag-

ing are due to the attractive theory, the e¢ cient algorithms and the evidence

that the developed formalism �ts perfectly to many important applications.

The compressive (or compressed ) sensing (CS ) is one of the �elds where
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the sparse imaging techniques are e¢ cient. In CS the image is reconstructed

from subsampled data. A total number of available observations can be

smaller (much smaller) than size of the image. It is proved in CS that the

perfect reconstruction from the subsampled data can be achieved for sparse

object distributions [20�22].

Recently in optics, sparse imaging has become a subject of multiple ap-

plications in the context of CS. Complex-valued signals and operators are

distinctive features of this development of CS. Basic facts of the correspond-

ing theory, algorithms, simulations as well as experimental demonstrations

are presented by Gazit et. al [23], where CS is used for sub-wavelength imag-

ing overcoming the di¤raction limitations. The penalization (regularization)

for variational image reconstructions in [23] are formulated using the l0- and

l1-norms for spectra of object representations.

We wish to mention also few works on CS which are relevant to our paper.

A slice-by-slice reconstruction of a 3D object from the holographic data is

considered by Brady et. al [24] and by Cull et. al [25]. In the work by Choi

et. al [26] a maximum likelihood approach is developed for estimation of the

object density from 2D scattered fully developed speckle �eld measurements.
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The total variation (TV) penalization is exploited as a regularization tool

in this inverse imaging. A compressive Fresnel holography in the paper by

Rivenson et. al [27] is considered using a combination of two types of the

penalties l1-norm and TV.

It is assumed in the cited papers that the wave �eld is modeled as a linear

combination of basis functions. Phase and amplitude signals are mixed to-

gether in these approximations. In particular, in [23] the phase issue appears

only as a sign of the real-valued wave �eld distribution. The reconstruction

of a full range of phase values is not considered.

In our opinion, the only way to the high-accuracy reconstruction is a non-

linear modeling of the wave �eld with a separate approximation (modeling)

for phase and amplitude.

At this point we refer to the work by Xu and Lam [28], where a strong im-

provement in CS hyperspectral imaging is demonstrated due to the quadratic

penalization for phase used jointly with the total variation penalty for the

complex-valued wave �eld. This is a good example of an e¢ cient penalization

separate for phase and amplitude.

In this paper we develop a general approach to wave �eld reconstruction
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using a high-order adaptive approximation for phase and amplitude. The rest

of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the image formation in 4f

optical system and the observation model are presented. The sparse modeling

for phase and amplitude are introduced in Section 3. The constrained varia-

tional approach for the phase retrieval is presented in Section 4. The proposed

algorithm is presented in Section 5. Simulation experiments are shown and

discussed in Section 7. The mathematical proofs are presented in Appendices

I and II.

2. Observation model

In this section we derive the image formation model linking complex ampli-

tudes at the object and image planes. It is assumed that the wave �eld is

coherent and the Fresnel approximation is used for its modeling. The consid-

ered 4f con�guration of the optical system is shown in Fig. 1.

2.A. Continuous modeling

Let u0(x) and ur(x), x = (x1; x2), denote, respectively, complex wave �eld

distributions at the object and parallel image planes with distance 4f between

the planes (Fig. 1).
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The Fourier transforms of u0(x) and ur(x) are denoted by the corre-

sponding capital letters with the argument v for frequency. For instance,

U0(v) = Fxfu0(x)g(v) =
R
R2 u0(x) exp(�2�j(v; x))d2x, where d2x = dx1dx2

and (v; x) stands for the inner product of the vectors v; x 2 R2, and Fx means

that the Fourier transform is calculated with respect to the variable x. The

similar notation is used for the Fourier transform of all variables. For signals

in the object and image planes we use as arguments the variable x = (x1; x2)

and for the Fourier plane the variable v = (v1; v2).

Assume that the optical mask inserted at the Fourier plane has a complex-

valued transmittance Mr(v), where v 2 R2 is the frequency variable.

For the paraxial approximation the wave �eld in the Fourier plane of the

�rst lens is calculated as ( [29], page 106):

c(�) =
1

j�f
Fxfu0(x)g(

�

�f
) =

1

j�f
U0(

�

�f
): (1)

In what follows the index in Fx and the argument of the Fourier transform

can be omitted when they are obvious. Note that the constant phase factor

is neglected in Eq. (1).

Then, the wave �eld distribution immediately after the mask is equal to

the product a(�) �Mr(v), and once more using Eq. (1) the wave �eld at the
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image plane is calculated as

ur(x) =
1

j�f
Fvfc(�) �Mr(v)g(

x

�f
): (2)

Inserting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) after some manipulations we obtain for the

Fourier transform of ur(x):

Ur(v) = �U0(�v)Mr(��f � v). (3)

Eq. (3) de�nes the continuous input-output model for the 4f optical system

from the object to the image planes linking the corresponding input and

output complex-valued distributions u0(x) and ur(x). The model (3) is valid

for an arbitrary complex-valued transmittance Mr.

2.B. Discrete modeling

In discrete modeling the continuous argument x is replaced by the digital

one with a corresponding replacement of all continuous functions by their

discrete counterparts: u0(x1; x2) ! u0(�x1k1;�x2k2) , u0[k], uz(x1; x2) !

uz(�x1k1;�x2k2) , uz[k] with 2D integer argument k = (k1; k2). This dis-

cretization assumes that wave �eld distributions are pixelated, i.e. pixel-wise

invariant with pixels �x1 � �x2 for the object and image planes. Pixels of

a di¤erent size �v1 ��v2 are assumed for the Fourier plane with the corre-
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sponding pixelated variables c(v1; v2)! c(�v1l1;�v2l2) , c[l], l = (l1; l2):

For discrete modeling we use 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) conven-

tionally de�ned as

U0[l1; l2] = FFT fu0[k1; k2]g , (4)

N1�1X
k1=0

N2�1X
k2=0

u0[k1; k2] exp(�j2�(k1l1=N1 + k1l2=N2)),

u0[k1; k2] = FFT �1fU0[l1; l2]g , (5)

1

N1N2

N1�1X
l1=0

N2�1X
l2=0

U0[l1; l2] exp(j2�(k1l1=N1 + k1l2=N2)),

where N1 and N2 de�ne the image size with respect to variables k1; k2

respectively, and l1; l2 are the integer FFT frequencies, 0 � li � Ni � 1,

i = 1; 2.

Similar notation is used for FFT of all variables, in particular, FFT for c(�)

is de�ned as C[l1; l2] = FFT fc[k1; k2]g.

We assume that the images at the object, Fourier and image planes are of

the same size in pixels, N1 �N2.

Let us assume that the following conditions are ful�lled

�x1�v1
�f

=
1

N1
,
�x2�v2
�f

=
1

N2
: (6)
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Then,

Ur[l1; l2] = �U0[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2] �Mr[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2], (7)

0 � li � Ni � 1; i = 1; 2:

Eq. (7) is derived in Appendix 1. It de�nes the discrete input-output model

for the considered 4f optical system. This model is di¤erent from the con-

tinuous model (3), where the argument of the mask Mr is scaled with the

parameter �f . There is no this kind of scaling in Eq. (7) due to the assump-

tion (6).

It is convenient to introduce the variables ~U0, ~Mr, such that

~U0[l1; l2] = �U0[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2]; (8)

~Mr[l1; l2] = Mr[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2];

and rewrite the discrete observation model (7) in the form

Ur[l1; l2] = ~U0[l1; l2] � ~Mr[l1; l2], (9)

0 � li � Ni � 1; i = 1; 2:

2.C. Observation model

Assume that we have a set of K experiments produced with di¤erent masks

Mr, r = 1; :::; K. The problem is to reconstruct a complex-valued object wave
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�eld u0[k1; k2] from multiple noisy intensity observations or[k1; k2] recorded

at the image plane:

or[k1; k2] = jur[k1; k2]j2 + �r"r[k1; k2]; r = 1; :::; K; (10)

where jur[k1; k2]j2 is the intensity corresponding to the signal generated from

the object distribution, and the noise is zero-mean Gaussian with the variance

�2r, "r[k1; k2] � N (0; 1), independent for di¤erent (k1; k2) and r:

Thus, the observations (10) are given on the regular discrete grid, 0 � ki �

Ni � 1, i = 1; 2, corresponding to the digital sensor located at the image

plane.

3. Sparse phase and amplitude modeling

In what follows we use a vector-matrix notation u0 for the object wave �eld,

where N1�N2 image u0 is given as a vector in Cn, n = N1N2. Here Cn stands

for the space of complex-valued vectors of the length n. This vector is obtained

from the standard matrix representation for images by concatenating the

columns of these matrices. We use bold lower case characters for this vector.

The similar vector notation is used for phase and amplitude of u0. Thus,

abs(u0) and angle(u0) are vectorial representations for phase and amplitude.

Then, u0 =abs(u0) � exp(j2�angle(u0)). In this formula (�) stands for the
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Hadamard (elementwise) product of two vectors.

3.A. Sparse approximations and frames

Let Y be a vector representation of phase or amplitude. Sparse approxima-

tions for Y can be given in synthesis and analysis forms, respectively, as

follows:

Y = 	� (11)

and

� = �Y: (12)

Here, Y 2Rn, � 2Rm, and 	 and � are transform matrices of the corre-

sponding sizes, n �m and m � n, respectively. The vector �, usually called

spectrum, gives the parameters for the parametric approximation of the im-

age Y as Y = 	�. Thus, Y =
Pm

j=1	j � �j, where 	j are the columns of

the matrix 	, and �j are the items of the vector �.

If the synthesis de�nes the image provided that the spectrum is given,

Y = 	�, the analysis de�nes the spectrum corresponding to a given image

as � = �Y.

It is recognized that overcomplete representations for Y with m � n and

linearly dependent 	j form a much more powerful tool for advanced imaging
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than the classical orthonormal bases with m = n.

The concept of frame is a generalization of these classical bases developed

for overcomplete (synthesis and analysis) representations with linearly de-

pendent approximating functions (e.g. [30]).

There are special links between the analysis and synthesis frames. The

requirement, 	 �� = In�n, where In�n is the n�n identity matrix, enables a

perfect reconstruction of any Y from the corresponding spectrum �, indeed

Y = 	� = 	 ��Y = Y. For the so-called tight frames, �T � � = In�n and

	 = �T [30].

For details and applications of overcomplete, in particular, frame based

modeling for imaging we refer to the recent books [31,32].

3.B. Sparse approximations for phase and amplitude

Modeling of the object wave �eld lies at the core of variational approaches to

wave �eld imaging. A complex-valued wave �eld requires distinct modeling

for amplitude and phase.

In this paper we apply frames for a sparse modeling of both phase (angle)

and amplitude (modulus) of u0. The following synthesis and analysis equa-

tions link amplitude and phase with the corresponding transform (spectrum)
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representations:

abs(u0) = 	a�a, angle(u0) = 	'�', (13)

�a = �a � abs(u0), �' = �' � angle(u0), (14)

where �a and �' are vectors of the amplitude and phase spectra. The modulus

and angle operations applied to vectors in Eqs. (13)-(14) are elementwise.

Thus, abs(u0) and angle(u0) are vectors of amplitude and phase values.

The frame synthesis and analysis matrices 	a, �a, 	', �' are shown with

the indices a and ' for amplitude and phase, respectively.

Eqs. (13) de�ne the synthesis giving amplitude (abs(u0)) and phase

(angle(u0)) from the amplitude and phase spectra �a and �'. On the other

hand, the analysis Eqs. (14) give the spectra for amplitude and phase of u0.

Using the synthesis formulas we have

u0 = 	a�a � exp(j	'�'): (15)

Eq. (15) is the synthesis equations (13) given in the complex-valued form.

The l0-norm of the vector �, denoted by jj�jj0, is de�ned as a number of

nonzero elements of the vector. The l1�norm of � is de�ned as the sum of

absolute values of items of this vector, jj�jj1 =
P

s j�sj. Both these norms are
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used in order to characterize sparsity of approximation. A smaller value of

the norm means a higher sparsity of approximation.

It is known, that the variational image reconstructions using l0 and

l1�norms as penalties, provided some assumptions, give results that are close

to each other. This is an important fact, because it allows to replace the non-

convex l0�norm by the convex l1�norm in many variational settings [31]

and [32].

In our approach the sparsity is evaluated separately for phase and amplitude

by the lp-norms, jj�'jjp and jj�ajjp, where p = 0; 1 for the l0� and l1�norms,

respectively. Overall, the main intention is to �nd sparsest (shortest) models

for phase and amplitude with smallest values of the lp-norms.

Recently a family of the Block Matching 3-D (BM3D) algorithms for vari-

ous imaging problems has been developed within the framework of nonlocal

patch-wise image modeling (e.g. Dabov et. al [33], Katkovnik et. al [34]). It is

demonstrated by Danielyan et. al [35] and by Katkovnik et. al [36] that the

BM3D �ltering allows a frame interpretation and the analysis and synthesis

frames are constructed, which are called BM3D-frames. These BM3D-frames

are used to construct 	a, �a, 	', �' and to obtain the corresponding spec-
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tra for phase and amplitude. We do not discuss details of the BM3D imaging

in this paper and wish to mention only that BM3D frames are data adaptive

and provide rich classes of atomic functions enabling good approximations

for any complex images.

The sparse modeling for phase and amplitude using frames, in particu-

lar BM3D-frames, is developed in [37] for wave �eld reconstruction from

complex-valued observations for the lensless scenario. In the current paper

we generalize this technique for wave �eld reconstruction from multiple in-

tensity observations in the 4f optical setup.

4. Variational formulation

4.A. Objective function and constraints

For the Gaussian noise distribution in Eq. (10) and sparse modeling for phase

and amplitude the maximum likelihood approach leads to the following basic

objective function

J =

KX
r=1

1

2�2r

X
k

(or[k]� jur[k]j2)2 + �' � jj�'jjlp + � a � jj�ajjlp; (16)

where
P

k stands for
PN1�1

k1=0

PN2�1
k2=0

, and � a, �' > 0 are regularization para-

meters.

The �rst summand in Eq. (16) is the quadratic �delity term obtained
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from the Gaussian likelihood function. The joint probability density of

the independent observations (10) within a constant factor is equal to

�r�k exp(
�1
2�2r

(or[k] � jur[k]j2)2. The minus logarithm of this function gives

the �delity term in Eq. (16). The second and third terms in Eq. (16) are

the penalty (regularization) terms de�ning the complexity (sparsity) of the

models for phase and amplitude.

Due to (9), the link between ur and u0 is given by the equation

ur[k] = FFT �1fUr[l]g = FFT �1f ~U0[l] � ~Mr[l]g: (17)

The links between the spectra �', �a and ~u0 are given by the equations (13),

(14), where u0 is replaced by ~u0.

These equations (13), (14) and (17) de�ne the joint constrains of the wave

�eld reconstruction problem.

In this paper following to [37], we propose an algorithm based on the multi-

objective optimization. This technique is very di¤erent from the conventional

single-objective optimization. The motivations of this approach are as follows:

(A) The algorithm produces a better imaging and better accuracy than

algorithms based on the single-objective optimization.

(B) The algorithm is simple in implementation because the inversion and
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the �ltering operations are decoupled. An e¢ cient procedure based on FFT

is developed for the inversion, and an e¢ cient algorithm based of hard- and

soft- thresholding is developed for the phase and amplitude �ltering.

4.B. Multi-objective optimization

Let us introduce the following two objective function:

L1(~u0; furg, �a;�') = (18)

KX
r=1

1

2�2r

X
k

(or[k]� jur[k]j2)2 +

KX
r=1

1

r

X
k

jur[k]�FFT �1f ~U0[l] � ~Mr[l]gj2 + (19)

1

0
jj~u0 �	a�a � exp(j	'�')jj22, (20)

and

L2(~u0;�a, �') = � a � jj�ajj0 + �' � jj�'jj0 + (21)

1

2a
jj�a � �amod(~u0)jj22 +

1

2'
jj�' � �'angle(~u0)jj22, (22)

where jj�jj22 stands for the Euclidean norm of the vector.

The �rst summand in Eq. (18) is the �delity term from Eq. (16). The second

summand (19) and third summands (20) are the constraints (17) and (13)

given using the quadratic penalization functions. r and 0 are parameters of
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this penalization. Recall, that Eq. (13) gives the synthesis constraints. Here

~u0 is the vectorized representation for the image ~u0 and �a, �' are the spectra

obtained for ~u0.

Two summands (21) de�ne the complexity (sparsity) of the models for

phase and amplitude as it is Eq. (16). Two summands (22) are the analy-

sis constraints (14) given using the quadratic penalization functions. The

quadratic penalization of constraint-equations is the usual practice in order to

reduce the constrained optimization to an unconstrained one. Smaller values

of the corresponding penalization parameters (r, 0; a; ') mean that in the

solution the corresponding equations will be ful�lled more accurately [41].

The objective functions L1 and L2 include the items of the criterion (16)

as well as the all constraints linking the variables of the problem. A single-

objective minimization could be formulated as minimization of the sum L1+

L2.

Following to the approach developed in [36] and [37] instead of this single-

objective minimization we use the alternating minimization of L1 and L2,

provided that L1 is minimized with respect to ~u0; furg and L2 is minimized

with respect to �a, �'.
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It results in the following iterative algorithm:

~ut+10 =arg min
~u0,furg

L1(~u0; furg, �ta;�t'); (23)

(� t+1a , � t+1' )= arg min
�a, �'

L2(~ut+10 ;�a, �'). (24)

In Eq. (23) minimization of L1 on ~u0 inverses the forward propagation

operators from ~u0 to ur; minimization of L1 with respect to the intermediate

variables ur agrees the observations or[k] with the prediction of ur obtained

from ~u0 due to Eq. (17). It �lters noise in the observations or[k]. Minimization

of L2 on �a and �' �lters phase and amplitude in the object wave �eld.

Thus, in the proposed algorithm inverse and �ltering operations are de-

coupled. Instead of minimization of a single objective function the algo-

rithm (23)-(24) is looking for a quite di¤erent solution which is a �xed-point�
� �
a , �

�
' ; ~u

�
0

�
de�ned by the equations:

~u �
0 =arg min

~u0;furg
L1(~u0; furg, � �

a ;�
�
' ); (25)

(� �
a , �

�
' )= arg min

�a, �'
L2(~u �

0 ;�a, �').

This �xed-point balances two di¤erent intentions: minimization of the �-

delity term (accuracy of observation �tting) and the complexity of the used

model (de�ned as �' � jj�'jjlp + � a � jj�ajjlp), provided the given restrictions.
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5. Proposed algorithm

In presentation of the algorithm we exploit wave �elds given in three di¤erent

forms: in image domain (ur[k] and ~u0[k]), in the 2D FFT domain (Ur[l] and

~U0[l]) and as the vectorized object image variable ~u0.

Using the solutions for the optimization problems (23)-(24) derived in Ap-

pendix II the successive steps of the proposed iterative algorithm are as fol-
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lows:

4f-SPAR algorithm

Input : or[k]; ~Mr[l]; ~u
init
0 [k] (26)

Using ~u init0 construct �', �a and 	', 	a (27)

Set t = 0, ~u00 = ~u
init
0 , ~v00 = ~u

init
0 (28)

Repeat until convergence:

1. U t+1=2r [l] = ~M �
r [l] ~U

t
0[l]; (29)

2. ut+1r [k] = G(or[k]; ut+1=2r [k]); (30)

3. ~U t+10 [l] =
1PK

r=1

1

r
+
1

0

� (31)

(

KX
r=1

1

r
~M �
r [l]U

t+1
r [l] +

1

0
~V t0 [l]);

4. � t+1
a =Th�aa

�
�a �mod(~ut+10 )

�
; (32)

5. � t+1
' =Th�''

�
�' � angle(~ut+10 )

�
; (33)

6. ~v t+1
0 = 	a�

t+1
a � exp(j	'�

t+1
' ), (34)

t = t+ 1.

The input variables of the algorithm are the intensity observations or[k], the

phase masks ~Mr(l) and the initial guess ~u init0 for the complex-valued object
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distribution ~u0.

At the initialization stage (27) the amplitude and phase frames (transforms)

�', �a and 	', 	a are constructed for phase and amplitude of ~u init0 .

In the algorithm the upper index 0t0 stands for the iteration number. The

iterations are initialized at t = 0 by the initial guess ~u init0 for ~u0 and ~v0.

The prediction of the wave �eld ur at the sensor plane corresponding to the

rth phase-mask is calculated using FFT (Step 1).

Step 2 corresponds to solution of the problem (23). The estimate ut+1r [k]

is calculated from minimization of L1 with respect to ur provided given

values of or[k] and u
t+1=2
r [k]. The formulas (48)-(50) de�ning the operator

G(or[k]; ut+1=2r [k]) in Step 2 are given in Appendix II.

Step 3 corresponds to solution of the problem (23) with minimization of L1

with respect to ~u0. These calculations are produced in the FFT domain.

The �a�mod(~ut+10 ) and �'�angle(~ut+10 ) are the vectors of the spectrum rep-

resentations for amplitude and phase, respectively. Steps 4 and 5 mean the

�ltering of these spectra using the thresholging operations Th�aa and Th�''.

The formulas (57)-(58) for the thresholding operations are derived in Appen-

dix II as the solution of the problem (24). The estimates of the amplitude
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� t+1
a and phase � t+1

' spectra are used for calculation of ~vt+10 in Step 6 ac-

cording to the formula (15). FFT of this estimate reshaped in the image ~vt+10 ,

~V t0 = FFT f~vt0g, is used in Step 3 for calculation of the update for the object

distribution.

We use the name 4f-SPAR for the developed algorithm as the abbreviation

for Sparse Phase-Amplitude Reconstruction with �4f� added in order to

emphasize that the algorithm is developed for the optical 4f system.

The initial guess ~u init0 for (28) is calculated according to the �no �ltering�

option of the 4f-SPAR algorithm. It is a simpli�ed version 4f-SPAR obtain

by dropping the �ltering stages (32)-(34) and assuming that V t0 = ~U t0.

This �no �ltering�algorithm is similar but not identical to the Augmented

Lagrangian (AL) algorithm developed for the phase retrieval in [40], where the

linear equation-constraints (17) are treated using the Lagrange multipliers.

6. Algorithm implementation and complexity

The analysis and synthesis frames are designed only ones for phase and am-

plitude of the initialization ~u init0 at the stage (27) of the algorithm. After that

they are �xed through the iterations. To build the BM3D groups, we use the

block-matching procedure from [33].
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In order to simplify the developed algorithm the solution (52) derived for

noiseless data is used for both noiseless and noisy data. Then, Step 2 of the

algorithm is of the form

ut+1r [k] =
u
t+1=2
r [k]

jut+1=2r [k]j

p
or[k]. (35)

This replacement of the module of ut+1=2r [k] by the square root of the observed

intensity is the standard stage of the GSF techniques. In particular, it used

for the phase retrieval from multiple observations in the SBMIR algorithm

(see [4], [5], [11], [16]).

In our paper this replacement is obtained as an optimal solution for the

problem (23) provided that the intensity observations are treated as accurate

noiseless. Using this solution for the noisy data we assume that the corre-

sponding inaccuracy is compensated by the powerful �ltering of the spectra

at Steps 4 and 5 of the algorithm.

Most calculations of the 4f-SPAR algorithm are based on FFT. We use

the double-size computational support-window 2N1 � 2N2 for the object u0,

images ur and ~Mr. It assumes zero-padding of u0. For the image plane it means

reconstruction of the ur for the double-size support area, i.e. extension of the

wave �eld reconstruction outside the sensor. Details of this double-size FFT
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technique can be seen in [38] and in Section 5 of [37].

20-50 iterations of the �no �ltering�algorithm are su¢ cient in order to get

a good quality ~u init0 for 4f-SPAR. Note that this initialization algorithm is

much faster than 4f-SPAR because the analysis and synthesis frames are not

used and the spectra �', �a are not calculated.

The computational complexity of the algorithm is characterized by the time

required for 100 iterations, including the initialization iterations. For an image

256 � 256 it takes about 150 sec for the computer and the software used in

the experiments: Intel Core 2Duo E8400 @ 3GHz, RAM 4GB, Windows Xp

SP3, Matlab 7.9.0 (R2009b).

Following the principle of the reproducible research [42] we make our MAT-

LAB programs for the demo version of 4f-SPAR publicly available for testing:

http://www.cs.tut.�/~lasip/DDT/.

7. Simulation experiments

We discuss two groups of experiments. In the �rst group, the SLM phase mask

imitates the multiple plane phase retrieval with various distances between the

object and image planes. In the second group, the e¢ ciency of the random

phase modulation is demonstrated.
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We consider the object wave �elds with the amplitude and/or phase modu-

lation in the form u0[k] = ju0[k]j �exp(j �'0[k]). For the amplitude modulation

'0[k] � 0, abs(u0[k]) = w[k] + :2. For the phase modulation abs(u0[k]) � 1,

'0[k] = �(w[k] � 1=2)=5. Here w[k], 0 � w[k] � 1, is a spatially varying

test-image. The results are shown for square (256� 256) test-images: binary

chessboard and gray-scale Lena.

Pixelated models for the object and sensor planes have square pixels�x��x

with �x = 3:45 �m and 100% �ll factors. The pixels of SLM are square

�v ��v with �v = 8:0 �m. The wavelength � = :532 �m corresponds to a

green laser.

Observations are generated using the formulas (9) and (10) where the noise

standard deviation � = 0:05. The double-size FFT technique mentioned in

the previous section is exploited for these calculations in order to obtain

realistic observations including di¤raction e¤ects. The in-focus distance for

these double size images is calculated as f = 2N1 ��x�v=�, for N1 = 256 it

gives f = 26:58 mm.

The following four parameters are used in order to tune the algorithm:

 (r = , r = 1; :::; K), 0, � aa and �''. Overall, large values of the
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threshold parameters � aa, �'' and smaller values of 0 result in a stronger

�ltering of both phase and amplitude.

The following values of these parameters are found experimentally and well

�t to our experiments with the test-images used for phase and amplitude

modulation:  = 1, � aa = 0:04, �'' = 0:04. The parameter 0 is di¤erent

for di¤erent types of the test-images. For gray-scale Lena 0 = 1=5, and for

piece-wise invariant chessboard 0 = 1=10.

7.A. Multiple plane phase diversity

In the work by Falldorf, at al. [11] the optical mask Mr[l] (SLM) is used as

a phasor in the Fourie plane imitating a wave �eld propagation for various

distances. The complex transmittance of the phase mask is calculated using

the formula (7) from [11],

~Mr[l1; l2] = exp(2�j � zr
q
1��2v(l21 + l22)=f

2=�); (36)

where the distance between the object and sensor planes is zr = z1 + r�z,

r = 0; :::; K � 1.

In our simulation experiments we follow this scenario and use this phase

mask. It is found by simulation that a proper selection of the parameters

z1, K and �z for (36) is important for accurate reconstruction of phase and
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amplitude. Further results are given assuming that z1 = f , K = 10 and

�z = 20 mm.

In order to evaluate the e¢ ciency of the developed phase/amplitude regular-

ization (�ltering) the 4f-SPAR algorithm is compared versus the �no �ltering�

and SBMIR algorithms. Recall that the former is of the same structure as

4f-SPAR but with no phase and amplitude �ltering.

In Fig. 2-3 the reconstructions of phase and amplitude are shown for the �no

�ltering�algorithm. The noise components as well as wiggles typical for the

optical di¤ractions are seen, in particular, in the chessboard reconstructions

in Fig. 2. The reconstructions in Fig. 4-5 are obtained for the same observa-

tions by 4f-SPAR using the phase/amplitude �ltering. The accuracy of the

reconstructions is characterized by the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) cri-

terion calculated independently for phase and amplitude. The corresponding

values of RMSE are shown in the �gures.

The visual advantage of the 4f-SPAR reconstruction is quite obvious. The

noise and wiggle e¤ects are nearly eliminated and sharp and clear images are

obtained in the reconstructions.

The phase from the intensity measurements can be reconstructed up to an
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arbitrary additive constant. In order to take o¤ this ambiguity, RMSE for

the object phase is calculated for �0 � �̂0 �mean(�0 � �̂0), where �0 is the

true phase, �̂0 is an estimate of the phase, and mean(�0� �̂0) stands for the

mean value of the estimation error calculated over the image.

In more details the accuracy of 4f-SPAR is demonstrated in Table 1, where

the results obtained using the SBMIR and �no �ltering�algorithms are shown.

The advantage of 4f-SPAR is obvious, in particular for the binary chess-

board test-image. For the reconstruction of phase for the phase object and

for reconstruction of amplitude for the amplitude object RMSE values are

about two/four times lower for 4f-SPAR algorithm as compared with the �no

�ltering�algorithm. For the phase object SBMIR fails to reconstruct phase

giving the divergence after 30 iterations. For the amplitude object and ampli-

tude reconstruction SBMIR converges with RMSE=.075 after 100 iterations.

This RMSE value is about twice larger than RMSE achieved by the algorithm

with �no �ltering� and about 8 times larger of RMSE for 4f-SPAR.

For the gray-scale test-image Lena, the numerical advantage in RMSE

values of 4f-SPAR is not so impressive. However, visually the superiority of

4f-SPAR is obvious if we compare images in Fig.3 with the images in Fig.5.
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We do not show the images obtained by SBMIR because they are much

worse than those obtained by the �no-�ltering�algorithm.

7.B. Random phase modulation

One of the alternative ways to get a stronger wave �eld modulation than

it can be achieved in the multiple plane scenario is using the masks with

a random phase distribution. This sort of the random masks become quite

popular in many applications, see for instance [27] and [39].

Let the phase masks ~Mr be random and generated in the form:

~Mr[l1; l2] = exp(2�j r[l1; l2]); r = 1; :::; K; (37)

with an independent random phase  r[l1; l2] uniformly distributed over the

interval [0;{), 0 < { � 1:

The parameter { de�nes the depth of the phase modulation, with its max-

imum value { = 1, giving the random phase uniformly distributed over the

entire period [0, 2�).

In the signal domain the discrete convolution

ur = ~u0 
 ~mr (38)

corresponds to the forward propagation model (9) given in the Fourier do-
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main.

In Eq. (38), ~u0 = FFT �1f ~U0g and ~mr = FFT �1f ~Mrg, and 
 stands for

the 2D discrete circular convolution.

In Fig. 6 we show the 1D cross-sections of abs2( ~mr[k1; k2]) for { = 1, 0:99,

0:95, 0:5. These cross-sections are centered with respect to k1 = k2 = 0.

We can note that for { < 1, these cross-sections have a similar structure: a

sharp strong peak at the center and a low level wide �oor covering more or less

uniformly the whole support of the function. For smaller { the relative height

of this �oor becomes essentially lower. For { = 1 the peak disappears, and

the �oor becomes higher and dominates the distribution of abs2( ~mr[k1; k2]).

It can be seen from Eq. (38) that this structure of ~mr results in translation

of the power of ~u0 out of the signal support interval. A higher level of the

�oor in abs2( ~mr[k1; k2]) means that a more power of ~u0 appears out of the

support of ur, i.e. out of the sensor recording data. Thus, for higher values

of { more power of ~u0 cannot be registered by the sensor. The maximum of

this disturbance in data registration is achieved at { = 1.

In the same time, very small values of { mean, that there is no phase

modulation, the registered images are not di¤erent and the wave �eld cannot
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be reconstructed. In the limit lim{!0 ~mr[k1; k2] = �k1�k2. From this behavior

for { ! 0 and { ! 1 follows, that there is an optimal intermediate value of

{ enabling the best wave �eld reconstruction. We do not discuss a random

phase optimization in this paper. In what follows we use { = :5, which is not

optimal but gives good results for all experiments.

In Table 2 we show RMSE values obtained for the experiments considered in

Table 1 with the only di¤erence that the multiple plane phase modulation is

replaced by the random phase modulation. Comparison of the corresponding

RMSE values in Tables 1 and 2 is in favor of the random phase modulation

for all cases. As an another advantage of the random phase modulation we

wish to mention about a twice faster convergence of the algorithm.

8. Conclusion

The developed 4f-SPAR algorithm demonstrates a good accuracy and a high

quality imaging for phase and amplitude reconstructions in the 4f optical

setup. The artifacts typically appeared in the conventional techniques are

nearly eliminated by 4f-SPAR. Three components of the proposed approach

enable the advance performance of the algorithm. First, the image model-

ing and the regularization are separate for phase and amplitude. Second, the
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BM3D-frames used in our algorithm implementation provide rich and over-

complete sets of functions for sparse approximations of phase and amplitude.

Third, instead of a single objective function typical for the conventional CS

techniques we use a vector optimization with two objective functions. The

algorithm searches for a �xed�point giving a balance between two quality

measures de�ned by these objective functions. This vector optimization de-

couples the inversion and the �ltering operations and results in the iterative

algorithm simple in implementation and highly e¢ cient.
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Appendix I

Proof of (7)

Let us start from some auxiliary results. First of all note thatPN1�1
k1=0

e
�j2�k1l1N1 is a periodic function of l1 with the period equal toN1. Then,

1

N1

N1�1X
k1=0

e
�j2�k1l1N1 = �l1+N1�1, (39)

where �l1+N1�1 is the Kronecker�s symbol, �l1+N1�1 = 1 for l1 + N1�1 = 0 and

�l1 = 0 otherwise; �1 is an arbitrary integer. Calculating FFT for U0[l1; l2]

and using Eq. (39) we obtain

FFT l1;l2fU0[l1; l2]g[k1; k2] =
N1�1X
l1=0

N2�1X
l2=0

U0[l1; l2]e
�j2�(k1l1N1 +

k2l2
N2

)
= (40)

N1�1X
k01=0

N2�1X
k02=0

u0[k
0
1; k

0
2]

N1�1X
l1=0

N2�1X
l2=0

e
�j2�( (k1+k

0
1)l1

N1
+
(k2+k

0
2)l2

N2
)
=

N1N2

N1�1X
k01=0

N2�1X
k02=0

u0[k
0
1; k

0
2] � �k1+k01+N1�1 � �k2+k02+N2�2;

where �1, �2 are arbitrary integers.

We use Eq. (40) provided that both k1; k2 and k01; k
0
2 simultaneous belong

to the intervals 0 � k1; k
0
1 � N1 � 1, 0 � k2; k

0
2 � N2 � 1. Nonzero values

for FFT l1;l2fU0[l1; l2]g[k1; k2] can be obtained only if �1 = �2 = �1, then it
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follows from (40) that

FFT l1;l2fU0[l1; l2]g[k1; k2] = u0[N1 � k1; N2 � k2], (41)

0 � k1 � N1 � 1, 0 � k2 � N2 � 1.

Recall, that u0[N1; N2 � k2] = u0[0; N2 � k2] and u0[N1 � k1; N2] = u0[N1 �

k1; 0].

Now, let us prove Eq. (7). A discrete version of the integral formula (1) can

be given in the form

c(l1�v1; l2�v2) = (42)

1

j�f

N1�1X
k1=0

N2�1X
k2=0

u0(k1�x1; k2�x2)e
�j2�(k1�x1 �

l1�v1
�f +k2�x2 �

l2�v2
�f )

�x1�x2.

Provided the conditions (6) it gives

c[l1; l2] =
�x1�x2
j�f

FFT fu0[k1; k2]g =
�x1�x2
j�f

U0[l1; l2]. (43)

Thus, in the discrete version of Eq. (1) there is no scaling of the arguments

provided (6).

Due to Eqs. (2) and (43) the discrete model for ur(k1�x1; k2�x2) is of the

form

ur[k1; k2] =
�v1�v2
j�f

FFT fc[l1; l2] �Mr[l1; l2]g. (44)
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Calculating FFT for ur[k1; k2] and using Eq. (41) we found that

Ur[l1; l2] = FFT k1;k2fur[k1; k2]g[l1; l2] = (45)

N1N2�v1�v2
j�f

c[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2] �Mr[�l +N1;�l2 +N2].

Finally, inserting Eq. (43) in this formula and again using Eq. (6) we obtain

Ur[l1; l2] =
N1N2�v1�v2

j�f
� �x1�x2

j�f
�

U0[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2] �Mr[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2] =

�U0[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2] �Mr[�l1 +N1;�l2 +N2].

It completes the proof of Eq. (7).
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Appendix II

Derivation of the algorithm

Minimization of L1 on ur (Problem (23)). The objective function L1 (18) is

additive with respect to ur[k]. Thus, minimization can be produced separately

for every r and k. These calculations similar to used in [40] give the minimum

condition in the form

@L1=@u�r[k] =
1

�2r
(jur[k]j2 � or[k]) � ur[k]+ (46)

1

r
(ur[k]� zr[k]) = 0,

where we use notation zr[k] , FFT �1f ~U0[l] ~Mr[l]g[k].

It follows

ur[k] =
zr[k]

(jur[k]j2 � or[k]) �
r
�2r
+ 1

. (47)

Then for the modulus we have

jur[k]j =
jzr[k]j

j(jur[k]j2 � or[k]) �
r
�2r
+ 1j

. (48)

The last equation may have a single or three real solutions. We are looking

for a nonnegative one for jur[k]j. Let us denote this nonnegative solution for

Eq. (48) as j�ur[k]j, then the corresponding complex-valued ur[k] is calculated
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from Eq. (47) as

ur[k] =
zr[k]

(j�ur[k]j2 � or[k]) �
r
�2r
+ 1

. (49)

For brevity we denote the nonlinear operator giving the solution (49) as

ur[k] = G(or[k]; zr[k]): (50)

This estimate of ur[k] is calculated separately for each k and r from the

observed intensity or[k] and the prediction zr[k] for ur[k] obtained from u0 as

zr[k] , F�1l fMr[l] ~U0[l]g[k].

Let us consider the noiseless observations as a special case of the problem.

Assuming that �2r=r ! 0 we obtain from Eq. (48) that

j(j�ur[k]j2 � or[k]) + �2r=rj � j�ur[k]j = jzr[k]j � (�2r=r): (51)

It follows that j�ur[k]j2 � or[k]! 0.

Let us rewrite Eq. (49) in the form

ur[k] =
zr[k]

jzr[k]j
jzr[k]j�2r=r

j�ur[k]j2 � or[k] + �2r=r
.

Inserting in this equations (51) we �nd

ur[k]!
zr[k]

jzr[k]j
j�ur[k]j =

zr[k]

jzr[k]j
p
or[k].
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It is proved that in the noiseless case the solution of the problem (23) is of

the form

ur[k] =
zr[k]

jzr[k]j
p
or[k]. (52)

It means that ur[k] has the module equal to
p
or[k], and the phase equal to

the phase of zr[k].

Minimization of L1 on u0 (Problem (23)).

The part of L1 (18) depending on u0 is L01 =
PK

r=1
1
r

P
k jur[k] �

FFT �1f ~Mr[l] ~U0[l]gj2 + 1
0
jj~u0 � ~v0jj22.

Let us calculate L01 in the frequency domain using FFT of the corresponding

Fourier domain variables. According to the Parseval equation:
P

k a[k]b
�[k] =

1

n

P
lA[l]B

�[l], where A[l], B[l] are FFT of vectors a[k] and b[k], and n is a

length of a[k], b[k].

It follows that

L01 =
X
r

1

rn

X
l

jUr[l]� ~Mr[l] � ~U0[l]j2 +
1

0n

X
l

j ~U0[l]� ~V0[l]j2 (53)

Minimization on ~U0[l] produced in the FFT domain gives the minimum con-

dition in the form @L01=@ ~U �0 [l] = 0.
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After some manipulation we obtain

@L01=@ ~U �0 [l] =
X
r

1

rn
(Ur[l]� ~Mr[l] � ~U0[l]) ~M �

r [l] +
1

0n
( ~U0[l]� ~V0[l]) = 0,

and further the solution is of the form

~U0[l] =

P
r

1

r
Ur[l] ~M

�
r [l] +

1

0
~V0[l]P

r

1

r
+
1

0

. (54)

It is used in these calculations that for the phase mask j ~Mr[l]j2 = 1.

Minimization of L2 on � (Problem (24)).

Let us consider the optimization problem

min
�
� � k�klp +

1

2
k� �Bk22 , (55)

where � 2 Rm and B 2 Rm are vectors, and lp-norm can be k�k0 or k�k1.

Due to the additive nature of the norms the problem (55) can be solved

independently for each component �i of the vector �:

�i = argmin
�i

� � k�iklp +
1

2
(�i �Bi)2 . (56)

There is an analytical solution for (56) known as the hard- and soft thresh-

olding (or hard- and soft shrinkage) operators, respectively for l0 and l1.

Let us denote this operator as

� = Th� (B) ; (57)
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whereB is an input-vector and � is a solution-vector returned by the operator.

For l0 and l1 this elementwise operator is speci�ed as (e.g. [31])

� = Th� (B) = (58)8>><>>:
Thsoft� (B) = sign (B) �max (jBj � � ; 0) , if lp = l1;

Thhardp
2�
(B) = B � 1

�
jBj �

p
2�
�
, if lp = l0,

where the indexes 0soft0 and 0hard0 indicate the type of the solution.

The threshold parameters for the soft- and hard thresholdings are di¤erent.

The solutions for the problem (24) are obtained from Eq. (58) and are

corresponding to the minimization of � a � jj�ajjlp+ 1
2a
jj�a��amod(u0)jj2 with

respect to �a and the minimization of �' � jj�'jjlp + 1
2'
jj�' � �' arg(u0)jj2

with respect to �', respectively.
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List of Figure Captions

Fig.1 4f optical system: object, Fourier and image planes are in-focus of

two lenses, optical mask (SLM) in Fourier focus plane of �rst lens.

Fig.2 The amplitude modulation object with the binary phase (chess-

board test-image). The reconstruction by the �no �ltering�algorithm without

phase/amplitude �ltering. In the cross-sections thick (�red�in color) and thin

(�blue� in color) lines show the true signal and the reconstructions, respec-

tively. RMSE values for the phase and amplitude are shown at the top. The

visual quality of the reconstruction is quite poor: noise, wiggles, waves, etc.

are clearly seen.

Fig.3 The phase modulation object with the Lena test-image. The recon-

struction by the ��no �ltering�� algorithm without phase/amplitude �ltering.

The visual quality of the reconstruction is quite poor: noise, wiggles, waves,

etc. are clearly seen.

Fig.4 The amplitude modulation object with the binary phase (chessboard

test-image). The reconstruction by the 4f-SPAR algorithm. The visual quality

of the reconstruction is very good, noise and di¤raction artifacts are wiped

out. Compare with Fig. 2, where the �ltering is not used.
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Fig.5 The phase modulation object with the Lena test-image. The recon-

struction by the 4f-SPAR algorithm. The visual quality of the reconstruction

is very good, in particular versus Fig.3, where the �ltering is not used.

Fig.6 Cross-sections of abs2( ~mr[k1; k2]) for { = 1, 0:99, 0:95, 0:5.
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List of Table Captions

Table 1. RMSE values for amplitude and phase reconstructions. Compar-

ison of 4f-SPAR versus the �no �ltering� and SBMIR algorithms. The test-

images chessboard and Lena are used for the phase and amplitude modula-

tion. The phase mask imitates the multiple plane phase retrieval scenario.

Table 2. RMSE values for amplitude and phase reconstructions. Compar-

ison of 4f-SPAR versus the �no �ltering�and SBMIR algorithms. The test-

images chessboard and Lena are used for the phase and amplitude modula-

tion. The random phase mask is used for the wave �eld modulation.
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Table 1. RMSE values for amplitude and phase reconstructions. Comparison

of 4f-SPAR versus the �no �ltering�and SBMIR algorithms. The test-images

chessboard and Lena are used for the phase and amplitude modulation. The

phase mask imitates the multiple plane phase retrieval scenario.

Object n Algorithm 4f-SPAR �no �ltering� SBMIR

Chessboard (phase) .026 .050 fail

Chessboard (ampl) .0063 .029 .075

Lena (phase) .026 .042 fail

Lena (ampl) .019 .03 .072
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Table 2. RMSE values for amplitude and phase reconstructions. Comparison

of 4f-SPAR versus the �no �ltering�and SBMIR algorithms. The test-images

chessboard and Lena are used for the phase and amplitude modulation. The

random phase mask is used for the wave �eld modulation.

Object n Algorithm 4f-SPAR �no �ltering� SBMIR

Chessboard (phase) .0068 .044 fail

Chessboard (ampl) .0059 .020 .047

Lena (phase) .020 .045 fail

Lena (ampl) .013 .019 .046
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Fig. 1. 4f optical system: object, Fourier and image planes are in-focus of two

lenses, optical mask (SLM) in Fourier focus plane of �rst lens.
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Fig. 2. The amplitude modulation object with the binary phase (chess-

board test-image). The reconstruction by the �no �ltering� algorithm without

phase/amplitude �ltering. In the cross-sections thick (�red�in color) and thin

(�blue� in color) lines show the true signal and the reconstructions, respec-

tively. RMSE values for the phase and amplitude are shown at the top. The

visual quality of the reconstruction is quite poor: noise, wiggles, waves, etc.

are clearly seen.
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NO FILT, AMPL, RMSE = 0.038 NO FILT, PHASE, RMSE= 0.042
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Fig. 3. The phase modulation object with the Lena test-image. The recon-

struction by the �no �ltering� algorithm without phase/amplitude �ltering.

The visual quality of the reconstruction is quite poor: noise, wiggles, waves,

etc. are clearly seen.
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4FSPAR, AMPL, RMSE = 0.0063 4FSPAR, PHASE, RMSE= 0.0068
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Fig. 4. The amplitude modulation object with the binary phase (chessboard

test-image). The reconstruction by the 4f-SPAR algorithm. The visual quality

of the reconstruction is very good, noise and di¤raction artifacts are wiped

out. Compare with Fig. 2, where the �ltering is not used.
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4FSPAR, AMPL, RMSE = 0.012 4FSPAR, PHASE, RMSE= 0.024
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Fig. 5. The phase modulation object with the Lena test-image. The recon-

struction by the 4f-SPAR algorithm. The visual quality of the reconstruction

is very good, in particular versus Fig.3, where the �ltering is not used.
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Fig. 6. Cross-sections of abs2( ~mr) for � = 1:0; 0:99; 0:95; 0:5.
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